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An sdp (sequential decision process) is a finite automaton with a cost function 
associated with each state transition. Various models discussed in the literature 
such as fuzzy automata, minimax or maximin automata, min-product or max- 
product automata nd penalty automata re special cases of an sdp. 
This paper extends the results obtained in the earlier paper [Ibaraki, 1976, 31, 
153-176] for deterministic sdp's to the cases of nondeterministic sdp's. Nec- 
essary and sufficient conditions for a set to be accepted by a model in one of the 
subclasses of sdp are extensively discussed. Closure properties are also in- 
vestigated for typical operations. It is also pointed out that, contrary to a deter- 
ministic sdp, four types of defioitions are possible for the acceptance by a non- 
deterministic sdp. The differences among these definitions are clarified. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Various types of finite automata having cost functions have been recently 
proposed in many application fields. Some examples found in the l iterature are 
minimax and maximin automata (also called fuzzy automata) (Santos and Wee, 
1968; Santos, 1968; Mizumoto et al., 1969), max-product and min-product 
automata (Santos, 1968), penalty automata (Abe, 1974), a min-product and max- 
product parallel machines (Isomichi, 1974) and so forth. A real valued function, 
called a cost function, is associated with each of these automata. At each state 
transition caused by an input, the cost is calculated according to the associated 
cost function. The automaton H accepts input string x if x sends H into one of 
the final states and the resulting cost I/(x) is not greater than (or smaller than) a 
given threshold 0. The state transition is in general nondeterministic. 
A sequential decision process (sdp) (Karp and Held, 1967; Ibaraki, 1972, 
1976) is another example. It  has been used as a model to represent various 
combinatorial optimization problems. Several subclasses of sdp were introduced 
by imposing some restrictions to cost functions such as monotone, strictly 
monotone, psotively monotone and so forth. The state transition in an sdp, 
however, has been considered eterministic. 
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In the earlier paper (Ibaraki, 1976), sdp and its subclasses were regarded as 
general models of finite automata having cost functions, since an sdp is general 
enough to include all the automata mentioned above as special cases. Necessary 
and sufficient conditions for a set U to be accepted by an sdp (or by one in its 
subclasses), and closure properties under typical operations were extensively 
studied. 
In this paper, an attempt is made to extend these results to nondeterministic 
models. This is important because most of the above automata discussed in the 
literature are nondeterministic. A nondeterministic sdp may be further classified 
according to types of cost function (such as monotone, strictly monotone, etc.), 
according as whether the acceptance is of type i/(x) /> 0 or type/~(x) ~ 0, and 
according as how ]~(x) is determined for nondeterministic state transitions caused 
by x. Properties of the set accepted by a nondeterministic sdp in each of the 
resulting classes are investigated in detail. It may be interesting to note that the 
capacity (in the sense of the sets accepted) does not increase ven if nondeter- 
ministic state transitions are permitted, except for one class called msdp (mono- 
tone sdp). Closure properties of sets accepted by nondeterministic msdp's also 
reveal an interesting relation to formal anguages; the family of sets accepted by 
nondeterministic msdp's is a full AFL [abstract family of languages; ee Ginsburg 
and Greibach (1969)]. 
It is finally commented that cost I / is assumed to be a real valued function 
throughout this paper, and no attention is paid to the computability of ]~(x). It is 
however possible to generalize the recursive sdp discussed in Ibaraki (1973, 1974), 
in which h is an integer valued recursive (computable) function, to a nondeter- 
ministic model as discussed in this paper. Some investigation ofproperties of such 
model is currently under way in our group. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
A nondeterministicfinite automaton (nd-fa) is a system M = (9, Z, %, ST, QF), 
where 
Q is a finite nonempty set of states, 
Z is a finite alphabet; Z* denotes the set of finite strings generated by Z; 
~ X* is the null string; ] x l denotes the length of x ~ X*, 
q0 E Q is an initial state, 
ST CQ × Q × Z denotes permitted state transitions, i.e., (q, r, a) ~ ST if 
and only if state transition from q ~ O to r ~ Q is permitted when a ~ Z is applied, 
Or C Q is a set of final states. 
A nondeterministic sequential decision process (nd-sdp) is a system H = 
(M, h, ~o, 0), where 
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M is an nd-fa, 
h: E × ST -+ E is a cost function, where E is the set of real numbers, 
~:o ~ E is an initial cost of qo, 
0 ~ E is a threshold value. 
In an nd-sdp/7, more than one state transition specified by ST is usually 
possible for a a 27. For each (q, r, a) a ST and cost ~: E E at state q, the cost at r 
after the state transition q ~ r by a is given by h(~, q, r, a). Given an input 
string x -= ala ~ "" a n E 27", H starts from state qo with cost {0 and changes its 
state and cost along all possible paths generated by successive state transitions by 
al ,  a2 ,..., an • Thus it is necessary to specify one path among them in order to 
define the cost of x. 
For qEQ andx-~a la  2 ' ' ' a  nEX* ,  let 
Y(q, x) = {r lr='"rk I(q, r l ,  ax) E ST, (rl, r 2 , a2) e ST,..., (r/~_l , r,~, ak) e ST}. 
In other words, Y(q, x) denotes the set of transition paths (sequences of states) 
gaerated by x applied to state q. Let/~ denote the path of length 0. The cost of 
x e 27", when H starts from q with cost 1 ~:q and moves along path ~ e Y(q, x), is 
denoted hq;o(X) and recursively defined as follows. 
/~;.(E) = ~:q, (2.1) 
•;or(Xa) ----- h(hq;o(x), ~r(a), r, a), 
where x E 27*, a ~ Z, a E Y(q, x), (rr(a), r, a) ~ ST (i.e., ¢ra ~ Y(q, xa)) and rr is 
given by 
js if a = a's and s ~ O 
7r(o') (2.2) 
q if a=/* .  
The cost that /7  assumes when x is applied to state q is then defined by 
{ min{//q;o(x) t cre Y(q, x), rr(a) ~ QF) 
/~q(x) = i if w(a) ~ QF for some e ~ g(q, x) (2.3) 
i 0% otherwise, 
and the set accepted by H by 
n(/7)  = {x e z*  I go(X) ~< 0}. (2.4) 
Thus x is accepted by /7  if the minimum of the costs calculated along all possible 
paths generated by x does not exceed threshold 0. In the subsequent discussion, 
q of/iq;, and//q is usually omitted if q = q0. 
1 ~qo is usually abbreviated to fo • 
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The class of sets accepted by nd-sdp's is given by 
Ond_sd p = {A(/-/) [/7 is an nd-sdp}. 
Now introduce five subclasses of sdp, by analogy with the case of deterministic 
sdp. Let /7  = (M, h, ~o, O) be an nd-sdp./7 is a monotone nd-sdp (nd-msdp) if 
(v~l, ~2 ~ E)(V(q, r, a) ~ ST)(~, ~< ~2 ~ a(6 ,  q, r, a) ~< a(~,  q, r, a)). 
An nd-sdp 17 is a strictly monotone nd-sdp (nd-smsdp) if
(v6 ,  ~ ~ E)(V(q, r, ~) ~ ST)(~, < #, = a(~,, q, r, a) < a (~,  q, r, ~)). 
An nd-msdp H is a positively monotone nd-sdp (nd-pmsdp) if
(g~: e E)(g(q, r, a) ~ ST)(h(~, q, r, a) /> ~:). 
An nd-msdp H is a negatively monotone nd-sdp (nd-nmsdp) if
(V~ e E)(V(q, r, a) e ST)(h(~, q, r, a) ~ E). 
Finally, an nd-msdp H is a loop-free nd-msdp (nd-lmsdp) if 2 
I F(r/)l < oo, 
where 
F(/7) = { .  e z*  j (3~ ~ Y(e. , x))(~(.) e Q~)}. 
The above A(II)  and O are also similarly defined for these classes. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. A penalty automaton (Abe, 1974) is an nd-sdp with a cost 
function of the form 
h( ~, q, r, a) = ~ + ¢(q, r, a), 
~b(q, r, a) >/ O. 
A penalty automaton is obviously an nd-smsdp as well as an nd-pmsdp. If the 
restriction ¢(q, r, a)/> 0 is removed, the resulting system is no longer an 
nd-pmsdp, but it is still an nd-smsdp. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. A min-product automaton (Santos and Wee, 1968; Santos, 
1968) is an nd-sdp with a cost function of the form 
h(~:, q, r, a) -- ~:¢(q, r, a), 
0 ~ ~:0 ~< 1, 
0 ~< ¢(q, r, a) ~< 1. 
2 1 X [ denotes the eardinality of set X.  
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This is an nd-nmsdp. If ~b(q, r, a) > 0, the resulting system is an nd-smsdp. 
If ~b(q, r, a) >/ 1, it is an nd-pmsdp as well as an nd-smsdp. Similar models were 
also discussed in Isomichi (1974) under the name of min-product parallel 
machine. [One of the main points discussed in his paper is that the com- 
putation of the minimum of (2.3) can be distributed among individual elements 
(states) in the automaton. This point, however, is not discussed in this paper.] 
His min-sum parallel machine is also similar to penalty automaton of Example 2.1. 
3. SEVERAL REMARKS ON DEFINITIONS OF nd-sdp 
Several remarks will be given in this section, in an attempt o justify the 
definitions of nd-sdp and its subcl asses given in Section 2. 
Remark 3.1. An nd-sdp in Section 2 has exactly one initial state qo • It may 
be however equally resonable to consider that some or all states in Q are initial 
states. In fact, all states were considered initial states in the original definitions 
of most automata discussed in Examples 2.1 and 2.2. 
Now let Qo (CQ) be a set of initial states and ~, for q ~ Q0 be an intiail cost of q. 
An nd-sdp is then defined as a system/7 = (M(Q, Z', Qo, ST, Qr), h, {~:q I q ~Q0}, 0); 
the set accepted by H is given by 
A(H)  = {x ~ Z* 1 min{hq(x)I q e Qo} ~ 0}. 
This generalization, however, does not change O~a-sao, as proved in the 
following. Let / I  be an nd-sdp defined as above. Define nd-sdp (in the original 
sense) 17' = (M'(Q', X, qo', ST', Q/ ) ,  h', ~0', 0) by (see Fig. 1) 
Q' = Q w {qo'}, 
I Qv, if eeA(17) 
Qr k) {q0'}, otherwise, 
ST'  = ST k) {(qo', r, a) I r e Q A (~q' ~ Qo)((q', r, a) e ST)), 
lh(~' q, r, a) if (q,,r, a) e ST 
h'(~, q, r, a) = I min{h(~¢, q', r, a) I q ~ O0 ^  (q', r, a) e ST} 
( if (q, r, a) eST  --  ST, 
seo ' = min{~q [ q e Q0}- 
Then it is straightforward to prove that A(17') = .//(17), and hence Ona_sa p
does not change even if a set of initial states is considered. 
This remark can also be applied to other classes: nd-msdp, nd-smsdp, 
nd-pmsdp, nd-nmsdp a and nd-lmsdp. 
3 ~e o, = max{~:¢ ] q EQo} should be used if H is an nd-nmsdp.  
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a/h(~q,,q',r,a) 
~ ~ ~ q ,  
a/mlh{h(~q,,q',r,a) lq%Qo (^q',r,a)eST} 
~=mih{~q]qCQ O} 
FIo. 1. Addition of one initial state qo' to represent Q0 discussed in Remark 3.1. 
[Label a/h(~, q, r, a) is attached to the arc corresponding to (q, r, a) ~ ST.] 
Remark 3.2. The value of 0 itself is not essential in the sense that, for a 
given nd-sdp H = (M, h, ~o, O) in one of the classes defined above and for any 
0' ~ E, there exists an nd-sdp H'  = (M, h', to', 0') in the same class such that 
A(H')  = A(H).  The proof is omitted since it is similar to the deterministic case 
discussed in Remark 2.1 of Ibaraki (1976). 
It is also possible to show that an nd-sdp 17, in which each final state q ~ Qv has 
its own threshold 0~, has the same capacity as an nd-sdp in the original sense. 
For details, see Remarks 2.2 and 7.1 of Ibaraki (1976). 
Remark 3.3. Let the set accepted by an nd-sdp H in the sense of (2.3) and 
(2.4) be of min ~< 0 type. It is also plausible to use 
(max{hq;o(x) I o ~ Y(q, x), 7r((7) ~ QF}, 
)~q(x) l if 7r(e) ~ QF for some e e Y(q, x) (3.1) 
oo, otherwise, 
instead of (2.3), and 
A(n)  = {x E z*  I ~%(x) ~> 0}, (3.2) 
instead of (2.4). Combining these, three other definitions are possible: 
(3.1) and (3.2), i.e., max >~ 0 type, 
(2.3) and (3.2), i.e., min ~> 0 type, 
(3.1) and (2.4), i.e., max ~< 0 type. 
Note however that ov in (2.3) and (3.1) is changed to --co if >/0 type is used. 
In addition, definitions of nd-pmsdp and nd-nmsdp are interchanged when 
max type is used to define A(/-/): An nd-msdp is an nd-pmsdp if 
(V~ ~ E)(V(q, r, a) ~ ST)(h(~:, q, r, a) ~< ~:), 
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and it is an nd-nmsdp if
(Vfe E)Cq(q, r, a) ~ ST)(h(G q, r, a) >~ ~), 
when ]ia(x ) is defined by (3.1) (i.e., max type). 
It is easy to show that min ~< 0 type and max/> 0 type have the same capacity 
in the sense that both cases define the same Ona_ , for * = sdp, msdp, smsdp, 
pmsdp, nmsdp, lmsdp. [Consider the model obtained by inverting the sign of 
cost ~:; see Remark 2.3 of Ibaraki (1976) for details.] Similarly max ~ 0 type and 
min ~ 0 type have the same capacity. The first two types and the second two 
types, however, are different when nd-msdp is considered, though both define 
the same Ona-. for other classes of nd-sdp. The difference between the first two 
types and the s cond two types is discussed in Section 10. In the following, we 
will assume the acceptance ofmin ~< 0 type unless otherwise stated. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. The so-called pessimistic fuzzy automaton (or maximin 
automaton) (Santos and Wee, 1968; Santos, 1968; Mizumoto et al., 1969) is an 
nd-sdp with the acceptance of max >/0 type, whose ~:0 and cost function 
satisfy 
0~f0~<l,  
h(~, q, r, a) = min[~:, ~(q, r, a)], 
0 ~< ~b(q, r  a) ~ 1. 
This is an nd-pmsdp of max >/0 type. Similarly, an optimistic fuzzy automaton 
(minimax automaton) has ~:o and a cost function satisfying 
o~<Co~<1, 
h(~, q, r, a) = max[~, @(q, r, a)], 
0 ~< ¢(q, r, a) ~< 1, 
and its acceptance is min/> 0 type. This is an nd-pmsdp of min/> 0 type. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. A max-product automaton differs from the min-product 
automaton of Example 2.2 in that the acceptance is max /> 0 type. It is an 
nd-pmsdp if 0 ~< ~(q, r, a) ~ 1, and an nd-nmsdp if ~(q, r, a) /> I. 
Finally a property that will be frequently used in the subsequent discussion is
given. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let H = ( M, h, ~o , O) be an nd-sdp. It  does not lose any generality, 
from the viewpoint of A(H), to add either of the following restrictions to 17. 
(i) (Vx E Z*)(V¢ ~ Y(qo , x))(K1 < ho(x) < Ks) for 1£1, K 2 ~ E satisfying 
K~ < K~. 
(ii) (Vx ~ Z*)(ga c Y(qo, x))((g(x) > 0 + 3) A (/~(x) < 0 -- 3))for 3 > O. 
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This lemma is also applicable to nd-msdp, nd-smsdp, nd-pmsdp, nd-nmsdp 
and nd-lmsdp. 
Proof. (i) Let s: E -+ E be a strictly increasing function satisfying 
lim s(~:) = X l ,  lim s(~:) = K~. ~-~-oo ~-~ 
Define nd-sdp/ / '  = (M, h', {:o', 0') as follows. 
h'(~', q, r, a) = s(h(s-l(~'), q, r, a)), 
~o' = ,( ~o), 
o' = s( O). 
H'  satisfies condition (i) and A(H') = A(H). 
(ii) For the given 3 > O, define nd-sdp H' = (M, h', ~o', 0') by 
h'(~, q, r, a) = #' + s (# '  - 0), 
se°' = + 28 otherwise, 
0' =0+8,  
where 
~" = h(~', q, r, a), 
~' = ~-  s (~-  0), 
t23 if ~? > 0 S(~) ~0 if W~<0. 
H '  obviously satisfies condition (ii) and A(H') = A(H). 
This proof is obviously applicable to other classes of nd-sdp. Q.E.D. 
4. FUNDAMENTAL RELATION BETWEEN DETERMINISTIC AND 
NONDETERMINISTIC sdp's 
This section gives a lemma that generalizes the results obtained for deter- 
ministic sdp and its subclasses to nondeterministic cases. This is fundamental 
for the subsequent discussion. 
Let Z'  and 27 be finite alphabets, g: X' -+ Z is called a replacement, g can be 
extended to (27')* -+ 27* by 
g(E) = E, 
g(xa)=g(x)g(a)  for x~(Z ' ) *  and a~27'. 
643/37/~-4 
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The set of all replacements is denoted by G. For U C (2J')* and O.  ( .  = sdp, 
etc.), let 
g(U) = {g(x) I x ~ u} (cz*), 
G(O.) = {g(e) l U~ O. ,g~G}.  
Similarlyg: Z' -+ 2 z*, where eachg(a) (CX*) is finite, is called afinite substitution, 
and g: 27' --~ 27* is called a homomorphism (e.g., Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969). The 
set of finite substitutions i denoted by F, and the set of homomorphisms by H. 
F(O,)  and H(O. )  are similarly defined. It is obvious that 
GCHCF.  (4.1) 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let U = {aid 1 i > j ~ 0} t) {bZc k [ k > l >/0}. Let a 
replacement g: 27' -+ 27, where 27' = {a, b, c} and 27 = {a, b}, be given by 
g(a) = g(b) = a, g(c) = b. 
Then g(U) = {a~b~ [ i ~a j}. 
LEMMA 4.1. Ond-. = G(O.) = H(O, )  = F(O. )  holds for * = Sdp, msdp, 
smsdp, pmsdp, nmsdp, lmsdp, respectively. 
Proof. For simplicity, we consider • = msdp only. Other cases can be simi- 
larly treated with minor modifications. Let H = (M(Q, 27, q0, ST, QF), h, ~0,0) 
be an nd-msdp, with 27 = {al, a2 ,... , a~}, ~ = {q0, ql ,..., q~-l}. Assume that H 
satisfies Lemma 3.1 (i). Then let Z' = {aloall ..... al~_ 1, a2o,..., a,,~_ 1, a~o,..., a~_l} 
and define msdp 4 H'  = (M'(Q, 27', qo, ~', QF), h', ~:0,0) as follows. 
A'(q,a~j) :q j  for q~Q,  i :  1,2,.. . ,p, j :0 ,1  .... ,n - -  1, 
$h(¢, q, qj, ai) if (q, qj, a,)~ ST 
h'(~, q, a~j) = IK(>K~ ; K S was given in Lemma 3.1(i)), 
where h'(¢, q, a) > K S is 
27' --~ 27 defined by 
g(aij) = ai, 
it is obvious that 
assumed for any ~: > K2. For 
otherwise, 
replacement g: 
A(I-I) = g(A(H')), 
and hence Ona-msap C G(Omsdp). By (4.1), this implies 
{~nd-ms(Ip C G(Omsrlp) C H(Omsap) C F(•msdp)- (4.2) 
4 See Ibaraki (1972, 1976) for the definition of a deterministic msdp 11 = (M(Q, Z, qo, 
A, OF), h, ~o, 0), where 1: Q x 22 --~Q is a state transition function, and h: E × Q × 22 --* E 
is a cost function. 
i = 1, 2,...,p, j=O,  1,..., n - -1 ,  
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) 
/h '  (~,q,a) 
/ 
FIG. 2. Transformation of the transition )t'(q, a) according to homomorphism 
g(a) = blb~ "'" b~. 
To prove the converse, let H'= (M' (Q' ,  X' ,  qo, A', Qr'), h', ~o', 0') be an 
msdp satisfying Lemma 3.1(i)(ii) [Lemma 3.1 is extendable to a deterministic 
msdp; Lemma 2.1 of Ibaraki (1976)], and let g: X'  ~ X*  be a homomorphism 
(ell). According to the form of g(a), a ~ X', H '  is modified by the following 
procedure to obtain nd-msdp H ~- (M(~, 27, ~0, ST, ~F), h, {~q ] q ~ Q0}, 0) (i.e. ,
a model with a set of initial states discussed in Remark 3.1). 
(i) Let (2 ~- Q', ST ~-- ~ (empty set). a 
(ii) For each a a 2;" satisfying g(a) = bib 2 -" bk ~ ~* ,  where k ~> 1, and 
for each q a Q', augment Q with h --  1 new states, 
[q, all, [q, a]~ ,..., [q, a]~_l, 
and ST with k transitions 
(q, [q, a]~, b~), ([q, ~]~, [q, a]~, b~),..., 
([q, a]e_,, [q, a]e-1, be_l), ([q, a]e_~, q', be), 
where q' = A'(q, a) (see Fig. 2). For these transitions, cost function h is defined 
by 
h(~, q, [q, a] l ,  b~) ~ h(,f, [q, a]x, [q, a]2, b2) 
- -  - -  k(~:, [q, a ]e -2 ,  [q, a ]e -1 ,  be- l )  = ~, 
h(~, [q, a]k-i ,  q', be) = h'(C:, q, a). 
(iii) I f  (q, r, b) ~ ST is assigned more than one cost function k(~, q, r, b) 
in the above process, redefine it by their minimum. (This case occurs only when 
ai , a5 c X '  satisfy g(ai) = g(aj) = b for some b c X.) 
5 An arrow ~-- denotes the assignment operation equivalent to Algol's " :=" .  
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(iv) (This step can be skipped if g(a) :/= E for all a ~ 27'.) Modify ST and h 
as follows (see Fig. 3). 
ST  o ~-  ST, 
ST  ~ STk)  ST 1, 
where 
ST 1 = {(q, r, b) [ (3q' ~ Q')((q, q', b) ~ ST o ^ X(q*, r) =~ ;~)} 
t{x e (Z')* ]g(x) =¢ ^ h'(q', x) = r}, if q', r ~ Q' 
X(q', r) ~z , otherwise. 
(Note that X(q ~, r) is possibly an infinite set.) 
I inf{h'(h(~, q, q', b), q', x) [ (q, q', b) e ST 0 ^  x e X(q', r)} 
h(~, q, r, b) +-  I if (q , r ,b )~ST1,  
(h(~:, q, r, b) otherwise. 
(h can be modified only if r ~ 0 ' .  The resulting h is obviously monotone since 
so is h'.) 
x/h' (5',q',x), xcX(q',r),g'=h(g,q,q',b) 
FIG. 3. Illustration of the modification of h according to the transition in H' corre- 
sponding to x satisfying (x) = e. [(-+) a transition in H; ( - -+) a transition (transitions) 
in H'.] 
(v) Finally let 
Qo = {q[ X(qo , q) # 25}, 
~a = inf{k(~o, qo , x) I x e X(qo , q)} 
QF = Q/ ,  
0=0' .  
for q~Qo,  
We now show that nd-msdp H obtained above satisfies 
.4(11) = g( A( n ' )  ). 
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For that, let 
x = ala 2 "'" a~ e A(H ' ) ,  
g(x) = g(a~) g(az) ... g(ae) 
i1 - -1  i~- - i l - -1  k - - i s  
= e.~..eg(ail)e.~..eg(a~=) ... g(ai~)e'~"e, 
where ix -- 1, is --  il - -  1 .... , k --  i s ) 0 and g(a i )  =/= e. By  definitions of h and 
~q, it follows that 
~q ~ ] l ' (a la2  " "  ai1_1), 6 q = ~t(a la2  .,. ail_l) 
(Note that ala ~ "" aia_ 1 e X(qo, q).) 
liq;o(i~_l)(g(aq)) <~ h'(ala2 "'" aid-l), 
[iq;oC~)(g(a~ ) g(a&i ... g(ai~)) ~ li'(ala2 "" a~) <~ 0 
(since ala 2 "" a~ ~ A(H ' ) )  holds, where cr(j) denotes the path in H that starts 
from q and corresponds to the sequence of transitions in H '  
~t'(ala 2 ... aq_ l ) (=q) - -~ . . . -+  ~t'(aaa 2 .." aj). 
This proves g(x) ~ A(H), and hence g(A(ri')) C A(rh. 
Next let y ~ A(F I ) .  Then 
fiq;o(Y) ~< 0 --  3 (3 > 0) (4.3) 
holds for some q e Q0 and p ~ Y(q,  y) ,  since H also satisfies Lemma 3.1(ii). From 
the way of construction of H, there then exists a string ala~ .'. au ~ (Z ' )*  such 
that 
y = g(al)  g (a~) ' "  g(a,, ' ) ,  where g(a~) =/= ~. 
Denote p by PiP2 "'" P~ where Pi corresponds to g(ai). Then from the definition of 
h, there exist % ~ X '  and 3 i (>/0) satisfying the following conditions. 
X = C01C02 " ' "  COtcoalC l lC l2  " ' "  clk~a 2 "'" a~c~ 1 "" c~ ~ (Z ' )* ,  ko,  k 1 ..... k~ >/O,  
g(cij) =e for i=O,  1 .... ,u, j=  1,2,...,k~, 
6:q + 30 >//?(Col "'" Coko) >~ ~a and ColCo2 "" Cok o ~ X(qo, q), 
~o;oi(g(,21)) + ~1 >~ fi'¢o, ' ~O~o,h~, ' c~1) > ~o:o,(g(,h)), 
and c~'"  c~e~  X(~'(Co~"" Co~oa~), Tr(p~)) 
(~r was defined in (2.2).) 
h'(x) of msdp H" stands for h'(fo, qo, x), x e (2:')*. Similarly A'(x) stands for A'(qo, x). 
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0 ~< 80 , 51,..., ~ ~ 5. 
(Note that these 8i are necessary because ~:q and h are given by inf in the above 
definitions. Thus /i'(x) ~ ~q;,(y) + ~ ~ 0 holds by (4.3) and hence x ~ A(H'). 
This proves A(II C (gA(H')) since g(x) ~ y, implying that A(I1) ~ g(A(II')). 
Consequently, we have Ona-msdp D H(Omsap) and hence 
Ond-msdp = H(Omsdp), 
by (4.2). F (finite substitution) and G (replacement) may be similarly treated. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Ona-, D O, holds for • = sdp, msdp, smsdp, pmsdp, 
nmsdp, lmsdp, respectively. 
Proof. Obvious since the identity mapping (a) = a for a E 2J' belongs to G. 
Q.E.D. 
5. RECOGNITION CAPACITY OF nd-sdp 
THEOREM 5. I. Any U C ,V,* satisfies U ~ Ond-sdp • 
Proof. U e Osdp for any U C Z* as shown in Theorem 4.1 of Ibaraki (1976). 
Thus U ~ Ond-sap by Corollary 4.2. Q.E.D. 
This enormous universality of nd-sdp is partially due to the fact that no 
restriction such as computability is imposed on cost function h (and hence h). 
If only an integer valued recursive function is allowed as a cost function ]~, we 
have the corresponding theorem (easily proved from a result shown in Ibaraki 
(1974) that U ~ Ond-sdp if and only if U is a recursive set. 
6. RECOGNITION CAPACITY OF nd-msdp AND nd-smsdp 
THEOREM 6.1. 
Ond-insdp = Ond-smsdp = G(Omsdp) = H(Omsdp) = F(Omsap). 
Proof. Obvious from Lemma 4.1 since Omsdp = Osmsap by Theorem 6.3 of 
Ibaraki (1976). Q.E.D. 
Unfortunately this theorem ay not be powerful enough when we are required 
¢o disprove Ue  Ond-msdp • An ad hoc argument is usually necessary for this 
purpose. 
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EXAMPLE 6.1. It is easy to show that 
U = {aid t i > j )  0} w {bY k [ k > l >~ 0} ~ Omsd!0 •
Now let g: {a, b, c} ~ {a, b} be defined by g(a) = g(b) = a and g(c) = b. g is a 
replacement. Then by Example 4.1 and Theorem 6.1, we have 
U' -~ g(U)  = {aibJ l i ¢ j} ~ O~a-~sap . 
In fact, U' is accepted by nd-msdp H given in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, a double circle 
denotes a state in QF and a/h(~, q, r, a) is attached to the arc corresponding to 
(q, r, a) ~ ST. 
-'--~i/~+ 1 
. / -  / bl~-i 
~o=O ~ o=-I 
a/g-I 
FIO. 4. nd-msdp H accepting U '  = {aib ~ i i ~ j}.  
EXAMPLE 6.2. Let U = {aib ~ I i = j > 0}. U 60nd-msdp is proved as follows. 
Assume conversely that U E Ond-rnsdp , and let nd-msdp H = (M,  h, ~o , O) 
with n states accept U. h o f /7  satisfies h(aib ~) <~ 0 and h~(aib i) ~ 0 holds for some 
~ Y(qo, aibi) .N°wlet i  >~ nand~r = ##'where]  a']  = [a" l  = i ( l  ~ [denotes 
the length of path cr). a(a") is the path corresponding to ai(b~). Since [~r' I = 
i >/n,  a' contains an elementary circuit. Thus a' takes the form a' = or1% % , 
where % is an elementary circuit (1% [ > 0), i.e., ~r(al) = ~r(%). Two cases are 
now possible. 
(a) ~%(alo11) ~ h-%%(a[~I+toel). Then we have 
/~ ktal@+~l~2 Ix 
by the monotonicity of h. This implies 
[i,, k "a i+(~-1) 1'~21bi~ ~(oz) ,,3~"t ) <~ ,~o(aib i) <~ O, 
and hence ai+(e-1)l"21b i ~ A([ I ) .  This is however a contradiction since 
ai+(k-1)F"2Ibi~ U for k > 1. 
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(b) /i.l(aroar ) <//ol~(al°ll+I"21). Then we have 
~o3~.(ai-l"db ~) < ~(a'b i) <~ 0 
by the monotonicity ofh. This is also a contradiction since a~-I~lb i (~ U. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. It is possible to prove by an argument similar to Example 6.2 
that none of the following sets belong to Oan-msdp • 
{xcx R [ x ~ X*}, where x R is the reversal of x, 
{a' [i = 2 j, j ~> 0}, 
{a~bJc k l k >~ j ~ i ~ 0}, 
{£b~c ~ ] i ~ j ~ k ~ 0}. 
THEOREM 6.2. Ona-sdp~ Ond-msdp ~ Omsdp.  
Pro@ The first half follows from Theorems 5.1 and 6.1, and Example 
6.2. The second half follows from Theorem 6.1, Example 6.1 and 
{a~b j [ i ~= j} ¢ Omsdp • Q.E.D. 
7. RECOGNITION CAPACITY OF nd-pmsdp AND nd-nmsdp 
THEOREM 7.1. Ond-pmsdp ~ Ond-nmsdp : Opmsap = Onmsdp ~ class of regular 
sets. 
Proof. It was shown in lbaraki (1976) that Opmsdp = Onmsdp = class of 
regular sets. Since class of regular sets is closed under replacement (homomor- 
phism or finite substitution), Ond-pmsdp = G(Opmsdp) = Opmsdp = Onmdsp = 
G(Onmsdp) = Ond-nnlsdp follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7.2. (Santos, 1968; Mizumoto et aL, 1969; Abe. 1974; IsomichL 
1974) A penalty automaton (Example 2.1), a rain-product automaton with 
¢(q, r, a) >~ 1, a max-product automaton with 0 <~ $(q, r, a) <~ 1 (Examples 2.2 
and 3.2), and a pessimistic fuzzy automaton (Example 3.1) can, respectively, accept 
U if and only if U is regular. 
Proof. Each automaton cited above accepts only a regular set since it is an 
nd-pmsdp of rain ~ 0 or max ~ 0 type. Conversely any regular set can be 
accepted since a finite automaton is a special case of each of the above automata. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7.3. A min-product automaton with 0 ~ ¢(q, r, a) ~ 1, and a 
max-product automaton with ¢(q, r, a) ~ 1 can, respectively, accept U if and only 
if U is regular. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 7.2, except that each automaton is an 
nd-nmsdp. Q.E.D. 
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8. RECOGNITION CAPACITY OF nd-lmsdp 
THEOREM 8.1. Ondmlmsdp = Olmsdp = class of$nite sets. 
Proof. It was shown in Ibaraki (1976) that @rmsdp = class of finite sets. 
@nd-lmsdp = G(@r,s,jn) = &,sdp follows since class of finite sets is closed under 
replacement. Q.E.D. 
9. CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF &d-m&, 
This section discusses closure properties of @n&m&, . Closure properties of 
other classes @nd-sdp , @nd-pmsdp , @nd-nmsdp and @nd.rmsdp can be easily 
checked for most operations. 
THEOREM 9.1. Let U, V E @nd-msdp . Then (i) U u V, (ii) g(U), where g E H 
(OY G,F), (iii) UR = {x” 1 x E U}, where xR is the reversal of x, (iv) UV = 
{xy I x E U, y E V}, (v) g-‘(U) = (x E (zl’)* [ g(x) E U>, where g E H, and (vi) 
ut = u u u2 u . . . . respectively, belong to @ndmmsdp . 
Proof. (i) Let nd-msdp 17 = (M(Q, Z, qs , ST, QF), h, & , 0) and nd-msdp 
II’= (M’(Q’J’, go’, ST’, QFl), h’, to’, 0 accept Uand V, respectively. In addition, 
assume that .Z = Z’ and 8 = 0’ without loss of generality (see Remark 3.2), and 
that (q, qs , a) $ ST for p E Q, a E .X, and (q’, qs’, a) $ ST’ for q’ E Q’, a E Z. The 
last assumption can be easily met by the following procedure: First split qs into 
q. and qo, and let (qo, q, a) E ST if and only if (4, q. , a) E ST, (4, q. , a) E ST if 
and only if (q, q. , a) E ST, and finally remove (q. , q, a) from ST. h is also 
modified corresponding to the change of ST. This procedure does not change 
A(n), and the resulting 17 satisfies the above assumption. Now define nd-msdp 
17” = (M*(Q*, Z, go*, ST*, QF*), h”, to*, 8) by 
Q* = Q u Q' - {go'), 
90* = 40 I 
QFUQF if go’ $ QF’ 
QF* = IQPU (QF’ - b’}) u (go) if go’ E Qi, 
ST* = ST u ST”, where ST” is ST’ with go’ replaced by go, 
h*(S, go*, 4, 4 = /;:;;oZ,;o:,;,~, ;; I;:,: “4: ;; z ;;,, 
h*(E, 9, y, a> = ! 
45 4, y, a) if (2, I, a) E ST 
45, q, y, a) if (q, Y, a) E ST’, 
to* = min[5,, to’]. 
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]I 
~*: a/ 
1 I ) j 
a/h (~o,qo,q ,a) 
FIG. 5. I l lustration o f / I *  accepting U ~3 V, where U = A(H) and V = A( / / ' ) .  
This construction is illustrated in Fig. 5 . / / *  obviously satisfies A(FI*) -~ U t3 V, 
and hence U to V e Ond-msap • 
(ii) Obvious since H(Ond-msdp) = H(H(Omsdp)) = H(Omsdp) = Ond-msdp, 
by Theorem 6.1. 
(iii) Assume without loss of generality that /7 = (M(Q, Z, q0, ST, Q~), 
h, ~0,9) accepting U is an nd-smsdp, by Theorem 6.1. Construct 
/Y' = (M'(Q', 27, Qo', ST',  Q/ ) ,  h', {¢q' I q e Qo'}, 0') 
as follows (/-/' has a set of initial states; see Remark 3.1). 
9'  = Q, Qo' = QF, Q /= {qo}, 
ST'  = {(q, r, a) ] (r, q, a) e ST}, 
h'(~:, q, r, a) = ~:', where h(~:', r, q, a) = ~:, 
~q' = 0 for q~Qo', 
0' = ~o. 
The above ~' is uniquely determined by the strict monotonlcity of h . /7 '  is also 
an nd-smsdp. Now there exists a path aq E Y(qo, x) for x ~ U such that 
/~qo;oq(x) ~< 0 and q z Qv. 
This implies from the definition of h' that 
~;;ORoo(XR) >/ ~o(=0'), 
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where aR is the reverse path of a, and q has its initial cost ~q = 0. By a similar 
argument, 
h~;oRoo(xR) < ~o(=0') 
holds for x ~ 27* and aq ~ Y(qo, x) satisfying 
h%;oq(x) > 0 and q ~ Q•. 
Consequently A(/ / ' )  = U R holds if A(II ') is defined by 
A(H')  = {x ~ ~* L h'(x) >~ 0'}, 
h'(x) = max{~;~o%(x) I ~qo ~ Y'(q, ~), q ~ Qo'}. 
This acceptance is max ~> 0 type discussed in Remark 3.3. Since an nd-msdp of 
max ~> 0 type has the same capacity as an nd-msdp of rain ~< 0 type, this proves 
U R ~ Ond-msdp . 
(iv) Let H and H '  be nd-msdp's given in (i), which accept U and V, 
respectively. Assume in addition that ]-/and H '  satisfy condition (i) of Lemma 3.1. 
Then construct the following nd-msdp H* ~ (M*(Q*, 27, qo*, ST*, Q~*), 
h*, ~:0", 0*) (see Fig. 6). 
Q* = 9u9 ' ,  
qo* = qo, 
ST* = ST u ST'  u {(q, r, a) [ q a QF, (qo', r, a) a ST'}, 
tQ e' if • q! V 
Q~*=~QFwQ/  if ~Ev ,  
~o* = ~o, 
O, = 0'(=0), 
[ h(~, q, r, a) if (q , r ,a )~ST 
h*(~:, q, r, a) ----- "'{h,(~, q, r, a) if (q, r, a) ~ ST'  
(h (s  e ,q , r ,a )  it" q~Qv and (qo ' , r ,a )~ST ' ,  
a/h"(~,q,r,a) 
FIG. 6. Illustration of H* accepting UV,  where U --  A (H)  and V -- A(Lr'). 
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where h" is given by 
.h t¢~ t v r a ~ . r  h"(~,q , r ,a )=t  (~o,qo,  , ) 1I ~<~O 
tK I>K 2 ; see Lemma 3.1(i)] otherwise. 
(h*(~:, q, r, a) > K~ is assumed for ~: > K 2 .) Now let x E U and y 6 V. Then, 
for some a 6 Y(qo, x) and p ~ Y'(qo', Y), we have 
~(~) ~ QF ^ i;o(x) ~< 0 ^ ~(p) E Q/A  ~/(y) < 0 
~(~p) ~ Q/  ^ hoo(xy) = ~o'(y) ~ o 
xy ~ A(H*) ,  
where ~r was defined in (2.2). Similarly, xy ~ A(H*)  can be proved if x 6 U or 
y 6 V. Thus A( I I * )  = UV. 
(v) Let g: 27' -7 27* and let nd -msdp/ /= (M(Q, 27, %,  ST, QF), h, ~:0,0) 
accept U. Construct nd-msdp H '  = (M(Q', 27', qo', ST',  Q / ) ,  h', ~o', 0') as 
follows. 
Q' = Q, qo' = %,  Q/= Q~,  ~o' = ~o, o' = o, 
S(q, r, a) = {o c Y(q, g(a)) I zr(~) = r}, where q, r e Q, a e Z' ,  
ST'  = {(q, r, a)] S(q, r, a) # ;g}, 
h'(~, q, r, a) = mln{~;,(g(a)) I a E S(q, r, a)}, 
where ~:q ~ ~: is assumed in defining ~/q;~ by using (2.1). Note that 
"min"  can be used instead of " inf"  since S(q, r, a) is a finite set. Now consider 
x ~ ala 2 "" a~ ~ A(H ' )  and note that 
(3p e Y'(qo', x))(h~o';o(a~a2 "'" ak) = h'(a~a2 "" ak)) 
(Vi E {1, 2,..., k})(~a~ e S(p,_~, p~, a,)) 
(//qo;~'.',,,(g(ax) g(a~) ."  g(a,)) = ~;';ao~...o,(a~a2 "'" ai)), 
where Pi denotes the i-th state in p, and Po ~ %'. Then we have 
~t(a la2  ' "  a~) < 0 ~ (3(z e Y(qo , x))(Tt%;o(g(a~) g(a2)"'" g(ak)) < O) 
g(x) ~ A( I I ) .  
Similarly it is possible to prove that g(x)~ A(H)  implies x e A(/-/'). Thus  
A(I I ' )  = g-%~(n)) .  
(vi) Let nd-msdp AI ~- (M(Q, 27, qo, ST, Qr), h, ~o, 0) accept U. Con- 
struct H '  = (M'(Q, ~, qo, ST',  Qv), h', $o, 0) as follows. 
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Let p ~ plrp2, where 
~(p1) e Q~, 
~o;o~(x~)(=~) ~<0, 
h'(~, ~(p~), ,,  ~) ~ h(~, ~(p~), ~, ~) 
(i.e., h(~o, qo, r, a) < h(~:, ~(p~), r, a)), where x = xaax 2 satisfies [Xl [ = ]p~ ! 
and ] xz ] = T P2 I. Obviously ]pl [ > 0. Furthermore let Pl be the shortest one 
with the above property. (If such pl does not exist, then/~%.o(x) = ];~o;p(x) ~ 0 
and hence x ~ U(CU*)). Then by the definition of h', 
~ e AqZ)(= U), 
~o:~(x) = ~o;~(~x~)(~<O) 
holds. By repeating this argument to the remaining string ax z , we can eventually 
prove x ~ U*. Consequently A(H ' )  = U*. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9.2. Let  U(CZ*) ~ Ond-msdp and V C Z* .  Then 
U/V(={x ~ Z*  [ (3y  ~ V) (xy  e U)}) ~ O,a-~av .  
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ST'  = ST u ST", 
ST" : ((q, r, a) I q e QF, (qo, r, a) e ST}, 
(min[h(~o, qo, r, a), h!f, q, r, a)] 
h'(~, q, r, a) = ] if (q , r ,a)  cST  and ~0 
(h(~:, q, r, a) otherwise. 
Now let x --- x lx  2 "" x~ e U*, where xi ~ U for i = 1, 2,..., k (k >/ 1). Then 
there exists a ie  Y(qo ,  xi) for each i such that 
/;~o;o,(xl) ~< 0. 
This implies 
~;o;olo2...o~(xlx~ ... x~) ~< h~o; . . . .  ...o~(x~x~ ...x~) 
Thus x ~ A(H'). Conversely, let x 6 A( I I ' ) .  Then there exists p e Y ' (qo ,  x) such 
that 
h'~o;o(x ) ~< 0. 
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Pro@ For U E Ond-msap, there exists g ~ G and U'(C(Z')*) such that 
g(U') = U and U'E Omsap (see Theorem 6.1). Define V' by V' = g-l(V) 
(i.e., g(x') ~ V ~ x' ~ V'). Then 
x E u /v  -~ (3z ~ ~*) (xz  ~ u ^ ~ ~ v ) ,  
-~ (3x', z' ~ (Z')*)(x' z' e U' ^ g(x') = x ^ z' e V' ^ g(z') = z) 
(3x' ~ (~')*)(x '  ~ u ' /v '  ^ g(x') = x) 
x Eg(U'/V').  
This is equivalent to saying 
U/V = g(U'/V') .  
Since U'/V' ~ Omsdp for any U' ~ Oinsdp and V' C (Z')* [see Theorem 10.1 of 
Ibaraki (1976)], U/V~ Ona-msdv by Theorem 6.1. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9.3. Let U, V~ Ond-msdp. Then (i) Uc3 V, (ii) U = Z* - -  U, 
(iii) m inU = {xEg l (x  = xlx 2 ^ x 2 =/= e) ~ x x ~ U}, may not belong to 
Ond-msdp, respectively. 
Pro@ (i) U = {aib ~ I i ~> j > 0} e Omsap C Ond-msa~, 
V = {aib ~ [j ~> i > 0} e Omsap C Ona-msap. 
However, U (~ V = {aib j [ i = j > 0} ~ Ond-msdp by Example 6.2. 
(ii) Assume Ue Ona-msap. Then U~ V = (UU V) e Ond-msdp by 
Theorem 9.1(i). This is a contradiction to (i) above. 
(iii) U={a ib  j [ j /> i>O}~Ond-msdp.  
However, min U =- {aib ~ [ i -= j > 0} 60nd-ms~p by Example 6.2. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9.4. Let U ~ Ona-msdp and V be regular. Then U n V ~ Ond-msdp • 
Pro@ For g @ (~nd-msdp , assume g(U') = U, where U' c Omsap and g e H 
(see Theorem 6.1). Let V' = g-a(v). V' is also a regular set (e.g., Hopcroft and 
Ullman, 1969). Then U' t~ V' e Omsdp by Theorem 10.3 of Ibaraki (1976). It 
is also possible in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 9.2 to show that 
U n V = g( U' n V'). 
Thus Uc~ V~ Ond-msdp by Theorem 6.1. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9.5. @na-msdp is a full AFL (abstract family of languages; see 
Ginsbury and Greibach, 1969). 
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Proof. By Theorem 9.1 and 9.40nd-msdp is closed under union, concatena- 
tion, homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, closure U t and intersection with 
a regular set, respectively. Thus Ond-msdp is a full AFL. Q.E.D. 
It is known that a full AFL is closed under a number of other operations. It
may be interesting to see that Ond-msdp, which was defined independently of
language theory, incidentally satisfies fundamental requirement of a formal 
language. 
10. DUAL OF nd-sdp 
As discussed in Remark 3.3, four types of definitions are possible for the 
acceptance by an nd-sdp. It was also noted that min ~< 0 type and max >~ 0 type 
are equivalent, and so are min >/0 type and max ~< 0 type. So far, properties 
of the first two types have been treated; the latter two are discussed in this 
section. 
Now denote the set accepted by an nd-sdp H in max ~< 0 or min/> 0 sense by 
B(/7),  and, in this case, call/7 a dual nd-sdp. Let 
0np_sa p = {B(/7) [/7 is a dual nd-sdp} (10.1) 
(for the reason that will become clear shortly). 0ha-. are similarly defined for 
other classes, * = msdp, smsdp, pmsdp, nmsdp, lmsdp. 
LEMMA 10.1. U~0nd- .  i f  and only i f  U~Ona- . ,  fo r .  = sdp, msdp, 
smsdp, pmsdp, nmsdp, Imsdp, where U = Z*  - -  U except fo r .  = lmsdp, and 
U = F (H)  - -  U fo r ,  : lmsdp. 
Proof. Let dual nd - . /7  = (M(~, 2:, q0, ST, ~F), h, ~:0,0) accept U (in 
min /> 0 sense) and assume that H satisfies Lemma 3.1(i) and (ii). Then 
nd-.  H '  = (M(Q,  Z, qo, ST, Qe'), h, ~:o, {Oq ] f E Q/}), where 
10, if q~QF 
Oq = tK(>K2), otherwise, 
accepts A(H)  = ~*  - -  U = U in min ~ 0 sense. For the case o f .  = lmsdp, let 
Q/----- QF to obtain A(/7) =P( /7)  - -  U. In any case, U ~ Ona-. if U ~ Ond-. • The 
converse can also be similarly proved. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 10.2. Ond-sdp ~ ~nd-sdp, {~nd-pmsdp ~ ~lad-pmsdp ~- (~nd-nmsdp ~- 
Ond-nmsdl9 , and Ona-lmsa, = Ona-lrnsap • 
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Proof. Obvious from Lemma 10.1 and the relations, 
Ond-sop ~ {U C Z* [ 27 is a finite alphabet} 
Ond-pmsd!0 ~ Ond-nmsdp = class of regular sets 
Ond-lmsdp = class of finite sets, 
proved so far, since these classes are all closed under complementation. (For 
nd-lmsdp, note that F( I I )  - -  U is also finite ifF(H) and U are finite.) Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 10.3 (Santos, 1968). An optimistic fuzzy  automaton can accept 
U C Z*  i f  and only i f  U is regular. 
Proof. An optimiztic fuzzy automaton is a dual nd-pmsdp of min ~ 0 type 
as mentioned in Example 3.1. Thus this corollary follows from Theorems 7.1 
and 10.2. Q.E.D. 
It is however not possible to extend Theorem 10.2 to nd-msdp, since Ond-msdp 
is not closed under complementation by Theorem 9.3. The following examples 
give a set that belongs to only one of Ona-msdp and 0na-msdp, aset that belongs 
to none of them, and a set that belongs to both of them. 
EXAMPLE 10.1. Let U = {aib; [ i ~ j} .  
U @ Ond-msdp 
was proved in Example 6.1. By Theorem 9.1(i), Uu  V~ Ond-msdp holds for 
V -~ Z*  - -  {aib J ] i > 0, j > 0} since V is regular (and hence V ~ Ond-msap)- 
This implies 
W = U u V ~ {aib ~ ] i = j > 0} ~ ~nd-msdp , 
by Lemma 10.1. This W however satisfies 
W ~ Ond-msdp, 
as shown in Example 6.2. In a similar manner, 
U 60nd-msdp 
can be proved. 
EXAMPLE 10.2. Let U ~ {aib; [ i = j v J i -- j [ >/ min[i, j]}. Assume that 
U ~ Ona-msap and let nd-msdp/-/ --~ (Mr, h, ~0,0) satisfy A f t )  = U. For i 
satisfying i ~ 2n, where n is the number of states in/7, assume that 
1;(a'b') = ~o(a'b') < 0 
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holds for a ~ Y(qo , aibi) since aib i ~ U. Let 
a =a'a" ,  where ]a ' [  : ia"]  = i (>2n) .  
Path a' necessarily contains an elementary circuit since [ a' I > n. So let 
t 
where a 2 is an elementary circuit (] a 2 I ~ n). Then by an argument similar to that 
of Example 6.2, it is concluded that at least one of 
,~i~3~,,(d-I~=Ib i) <~ 0, 
,,(ai+l°~lb~ O, 
CrlCr2C~2 CT3(7 \ / 
holds, according as whether 
- [azl+[a.[ r ~ [@x ho~o2(a -) ~ n@a ), 
or  
- [o i I+1%[  
Thus, at least one of ai-l°21b i and ai+I°21b i belongs to A(H).  However, none of 
them belongs to U since i > 2n and ] a21 ~ n. This is a contradiction. This 
proves that 
U ~ ~nd-msdp • 
SimiIarly it is possible to show that 
V = {aibi[ 1 ~ l i - - j ]  < min[i,j]} ~ Ona-msdp •
Now note that V = G (7 {a~b j [ i ~ O, j ~ 0} holds and {aib j [ i ~ O, j ~ 0} is a 
regular set. Thus if U E (0nd-msdp , then V c Ona-msap •This is again a contra- 
diction, and therefore 
U ~ (~nd-msdp •
It is easy to show that U is a context-free language. 
EXAMPLE 10.3. Let U = (cia j [ i > j >~ 0} u {ckb ~ [ l > k >~ 0}. nd-msdp of 
Fig. 7 satisfies A(H) = U (rain ~< 0 type) and B(H) = U (max ~< 0 type). Thus 
g ~ Ond-msap (-7 (0nd-msdp .
However, U q~ Omsdp as shown in the proof of Theorem 10.2(iv) of Ibaraki (I 976). 
643/37[ I -5  
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(/~I~+I b/~-1 
2-d 4Ci% 
t 0 = 0 ~  b/t-] 0=-I 
v "-.~/t-1 a/t+] 
/g 
Fie. 7. nd-msdp /T that accepts U= {da j ] i> j  > O) v){ckb z l l>  k > 0} in both 
min < 0 sense and max < 0 sense. 
THEOREM 10.4. (i) Ond-msap 73 Ona-msap, Ona-msav 7b Ona-msap . 
(ii) Ond-msap k.) 0nd-msdp C Osd p . 
(iii) O~a-msav C~ O~a-msap ~ Omsap . 
Proof. (i) is immediate from Example 10.1, and (ii) is also immediate from 
Example 10.2 and Theorem 5.1. To prove (iii), first note that Ond-msap D Omsdp • 
0na-msap D Omsap then follows from Lemma 10.1, since Omsap is closed under 
complementation (Ibaraki, 1976). Thus Ona-msdp t~ Ond-msdp D (~msdp; 5 ~ 
follows from Example 10.3. Q.E.D. 
11. CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF {~nd-msdp 
Contrary to Ond-msdp, {0nd-msdp is not closed under many important operations. 
THEOREM 11.1. Let U, VEOnd-msdp. Then (i) U• V, (ii) U 2~, and (iii) 
g-l(U), where g ~ 1-1, all belong to Ond-msap . 
Proof. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(i) Obvious from Un V = (U u V), Theorem 9.1(i) and Lemma 10.1. 
Obvious from U R = (UR), Theorem 9.1(iii) and Lemma 10.1. 
Obvious from g-l(U) = g-l(U), Theorem 9.1(v) and Lemma 10.1. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 11.2. Let U, V ~ Ond-msap. Then (i) U U V, (ii) O, (iii) g(U), 
where g e G (or F, H), (iv) UV, (v) 7 U/V, (vi) min U, (vii) U*, may not belong to 
Ona-msap, respectively. 
As obvious from the proof, V can be restricted to a regular set or a finite set. 
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Proof. (i) and (ii) are immediate from Theorem 9.3(i)(ii), Lemma 10.1 and 
the relation U u V = (U c3 V). 
(iii) Let U={c~a j ] i > j ~ 0}~3{c~b ~ j l > k ~ 0}. U~0~a-msap by 
Example 10.3. For g ~ G given by 
g(c) = a, g(a) ~- g(b) = b, 
g(U) -- {a~b j i i =~ j} ~ Ond-msdp holds by Example 10.1. 
(iv) Let U ~ {4 k3 {cai l i > 0} k9 {caibJ l j  > i > 0} w {aibi i i > 0}. 
U ~ 0nd-msdp since dual nd-msdp H given in Fig. 8 satisfies B(H) = U (min >~ 0 
type). Now assume W ~- UU ~ O~a-~sap • Then for X = {caib ~ I i > 0, j > 0}, 
W c~ X - {caw ] i > 0, j > 0, i ¢ j} ~ Oan-msd~ follows from Theorem 11. I (i) 
since X is regular. However, W c~ X ~ Odn-msd9 can be easily proved in a manner 
similar to Example 10.1, This is a contradiction and hence W6 0nd-msdp • 
. ~  b/~-I 
~a/~+l  
FIe. 8. nd-msdp H accepting U = {E} t3 {ca ~ I i > 0} w {ca~b j I J > i > 0} k3 {aib ~ [ 
i > 0} in rain > 0 sense. 
(v) Let U = {aibJc ] i > j ~ 0} u {akb~d I l > h >~ 0}. Then U~ Ona-msap 
since dual nd-msdp H given in Fig. 9 satisfies B(H) : U (min)  0 type). 
However, U/V ~ {aib J 1 i C j} ~ Ona-msap for V = {c, d}. 
(vi) Let U={a ib  y l j /> i>O}U{a~bjc  k l i )O ,k ) j>O}.  
Then U~ Odn-msdD since dual nd-msdp H of Fig. 10 satisfies B(H) = U 
(min >/0 type). Then 
minU~{a ib  ~ l i = j > O} U {aib~c ~ ] i C j, k = j > O}. 
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FIG. 9. 
sense. 
~o= o ~ c/~ e=l 
nd-msdp Haccepting U = {albJc l i > j > 0} • {akb~d [ l > k ~ 0} in min/> 0 
~a/~- I  ~b/~+l  
~at~ ~/  b/~-I ~ c/~+I 
Flu. 10. nd-msdp H accepting U = {a~b ~IJ > i > 0} u {a~bJd~li ~ 0, k ~/ '>0} in 
rain >/ 0 sense. 
Now assume that min U ~ (~nd-msdp • Then for V = {aibJc ~ [ i > /0 , j  > 0, k > 0}, 
W = (min U) n V ~ {aibJc ~ [ i¢ j ,  k = j  > 0} e 0na-msap by Theorem ll . l( i)  
since V is regular. However, W ~ 0na-msdp can be easily proved in a manner 
similar to Example 10.1. This is a contradiction, and hence min U 6 0nd-msap •
(vii) Consider U and X given in (iv) above. I f  U*~ Ona-msap, then 
U* c~ X = {caib j ] i > O, j > O, i va j} ~ (~nd-msdp follows. However, this is 
a contradiction as proved in (iv). Thus U* 6 0nd-msdp • Q.E.D. 
T~IEOREM 11.3. Let U ~ 0na-msap and let V be regular. Then 
U o V @ Ond-msdp • 
Proof. Obvious from Theorem 9.4 and Lemma 10.1. Q.E.D. 
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12. RELATION AMONG O, ~ AND FORMAL LANGUAGES 
THEOREM 12.1. (i) Ona-msdp, Ond-msap, Ond-sdp and 0rid-sap contain class 
of regular sets, respectively. 
(ii) There exists a context@ee language that belongs to neither Ond-msap nor 
Ond-msdp •
(iii) There exists a set in Ond-msdp n Ona-msap that is not recursively 
enumerable. 
Proof. (i) follows from 
Ond-sdp = 0n&sdp'~ (Ond-msdp ('~ (~nd-msdp) 
D @msdp [Theorem 10.4(iii)] 
D class of regular sets (Ibaraki, 1976). 
U given in Example 10.2 is a context-free language that belongs to (ii) 
neither Ond-msdp nor Ond-msdp •
(iii) Obvious since Omsdp contains a set that is not recursively enumerable 
(Ibaraki, 1976). Q.E.D. 
The relation among O and 0 for various classes of nd-sdp, and classes of 
formal languages are summarized in Fig. 11. 
9msdp~ 
=%msdp 
@~d-msdp=%d-smsdp 
Class of recursively'enumerable sets 
Ond_msdp=Ond.smsdp / Cl~ss of context-free languages 
" ~ ~ ~ " " x  ' ,,.~v -~ ~,,,~ ~ / ~Class of regular sets 
~ ~ ~ ~  =end-pmsdp=%d-pmsdp 
~ ~  ~ . ~ / ~ \  =%d-nmsdp=%d-nmsdp " ~ ( (~ '~x/  / :%msdp=gnmsdp 
~-gsdp=gnd_sdp=0nd_sdp 
FIG. 11. Relations among O, ~ and classes of formal anguages. (A  (aib ~ ] i ~ ]}, 
B = {aib j l i = j > O}, C ~ {a~b ~ ] i = j v ] i - - j l  >min[ i , j ]},D={c~a  ] i > j > O} 
{ckb ~ l l  > k > 0}.) 
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DISCUSSION 
Results obtained in this paper, together with those obtained in the earlier 
paper (Ibaraki, 1976), clarify the recognition capacity of sdp, nd-sdp and their 
subclasses. 
A direction of the future research would be to consider other subclasses such 
as those with additive cost functions (e.g., penalty automaton of Example 2.1), 
and with multiplicative cost functions (e.g., min-product and max-product 
automata of Examples 2.2 and 3.2), since these models seem to be important in 
practical applications. It may also be necessary to find algorithms for obtaining 
A(H)  and B(H), and for obtaining minimal nd-sdp equivalent to a given nd-sdp. 
Equivalence between d-sdp's may be defined in various ways. Some of results 
obtained in the earlier papers (Karp and Held, 1967; Ibaraki, 1972) from the 
view point of O(H) (set of optimal policies) may be useful for these purposes. 
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